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Exciting times in the UK for 
electric vehicle development



Government Support

Put the UK at the forefront of the design 
and manufacturing of zero emission vehicles 
and for all new cars and vans to be 
effectively zero emission by 2040. Setting out government support



Empower the government to set 
standards and to regulate some aspects 
of the EV industry if necessary, in future 
year- Smart Charging

Policy Support- The Automated and EV Act 2018



Open Consultation- Ingredients of a smart 
charger



A lot of support but uptake is still low.

All new cars 
and vans to be 
effectively 
zero emission 
by 2040.

22 years to go 
from just over 
2% to 100% 
market share.

New electric car registrations in GB



EV mass adoption requires…

Available and affordable cars 

Range 

Charging infrastructure

…developing the next generation battery technologies is crucial



39 million vehicles in 2017…how many BEVs in 2050?

 Battery 
development to 
support the 
transition

 battery 
diagnostic and 
testing 

 Battery re-use, 
recycling

 Materials for the 
batteries



Government support- £246 million Faraday Battery Challenge

To research next generation battery technology



Government support- funding the next 
generation of charging technologies



e4Future - Large Scale Demonstrator on V2G



E4future consortium

Large-scale UK deployment of 1000 V2G chargers with fleets to offer 
power system services



Preparation for First Install at NTCE Cranfield



E4future- work packages



E4future- topics not addressed 

End to end modelling: molecules to markets 

(importance to understand degradation outside the lab)



2014 2015 2016 2017 2018

52.2 wks

Real world demonstrators of EVs and charging 
infrastructure ( 2010- ongoing)

• SwitchEV- Early EV demonstrator.

• RCN- Fast chargers

• CLNR- Access to data from 9,000 
smart meters+ validated network 
models.

• E4future ( bidirectional chargers)

Electric Vehicles Usage Patterns

EV Infrastructure

Distribution Network Impact 
Assessment



BEV Data Collection



BEV data collection

• Over 1.3 million kilometres driven.

• Over 140,000 trips and 40,000 charging 

events.

• Private vs fleet drivers

• Urban vs rural users

• Home, work, public including fast chargers



Charging locations for private passenger BEVs 

 Different refuelling 

paradigm

 Cars are routinely 

parked for most 

hours at home and 

the workplace, 

where the majority 

of charging demand 

could be met.

 Inherent flexibility 

in charging demand 

to allow charging 

management 

strategies.

Neaimeh and Andersen, 2019, in review



Why do we need to manage charging? 

Plugging a whole new house?

Daily EV charging requirements 8kWh  (45 km daily driving average NTS)

Average daily electricity consumption of a household-around 10.8kWh  (BEIS, 

Energy Consumption in the UK (2016)

Neaimeh, 2018, An integrated approach to planning charging infrastructure for battery electric vehicles

http://theses.ncl.ac.uk/jspui/handle/10443/4098


Spreading demand in time and in space

 Initial demand management 
strategy to create diversity in 
charging demand.

 Case for workplace charging. 
More than just a top-up 
charging location, but help 
mitigate impact on networks.

 and create more demand 
management opportunities if 
the car is plugged to the 
electricity network most of the 
time

 V2G

 solar

Neaimeh M, Wardle R, Jenkins A, Hill GA, Lyons P, Yi J, Huebner Y, Blythe PT, Taylor P. A probabilistic approach 

to combining smart meter and electric vehicle charging data to investigate distribution network 

impacts. Applied Energy2015, 157, 688-698.

https://eprint.ncl.ac.uk/208949


The Alan Turing Institute
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The Alan Turing Institute
The national institute for data 

science and artificial intelligence



The goals of the Institute:
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Apply our data science 

research to real-world 

problems, supporting the 

creation of new products, 

services and jobs

Innovate and develop 

world-class research in 

data science and artificial 

intelligence

Train the next generation of 

data science and artificial 

intelligence leaders 

Thought leadership: 

advising policy-makers and 

shaping the public 

conversation around data 



The Institute’s strategic partners and collaborators
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The Institute’s growing list of universities
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Turing DCE-Vehicle Grid Integration group

Apply and develop 

data science 

methods to 

modernise transport 

and electricity 

infrastructure.



Smart Charging and V2G Webinar Series

 Aim: Find out who is doing what on Electric Vehicle Charging Infrastructure.

 Objective: Collaborate in the development of a fit for purpose EV charging 

infrastructure. 

https://www.ncl.ac.uk/cesi/events/webinars/v2gwebinars/

 Recordings and slides

 Details for future events

https://www.ncl.ac.uk/cesi/events/webinars/v2gwebinars/


Upcoming events

 Robert de Leew- ihomer and Open Charge Alliance (12th of September)

Communication Protocols for Electrical Vehicle Charging- Introduction to OCPP

 Rolf Bienert, Technical Director- OpenADR Alliance  (2nd of October)

Communication Protocols for Electrical Vehicle Charging- Introduction to OpenADR

 Stakeholder from California 

Content TBC- California VGI roadmap; Overview of mart charging projects using open 

protocols



Energy storage for future mobility

All new cars and vans to be effectively zero emission 
by 2040.

 Available and affordable cars (battery)

 Range (battery)

 Charging infrastructure (supportive battery)

…developing the next generation battery technologies 
is crucial
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